Sweet Swing Endorsements and Quotes

“I worked with Coach Kevin on hitting after being 0 for 8 in my season. After
working with Coach Kevin, my very next game I went 2 for 3. He helped improve
my stance and showed me how to hit inside pitches. He’s also just a genuine
guy.” -Jake, 15
"I was extremely fortunate to get the opportunity to work with Kevin O'Brien in the
Cape Cod League. He taught me the fundamentals of hitting and helped me to
correct all of the flaws in my swing. I have used the same swing ever since then with
more success than I ever imagined.. During my time with the Yankees and Reds,
I've worked with some of the best hitting instructors in the game--Lou Pinella, Chris
Chambliss, Tony Perez, Davey Johnson and others. I consider Kevin to be as fine
hitting instructors as any I've worked with. He should be coaching at the Major
League level."
Hal Morris
Former player with Cincinnati Reds and New York Yankees
Current Director of Pro Scouting for Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim

Coach O’Brien has been working with my son for just a few sessions on the
fundamentals of hitting, fielding and throwing mechanics. His coaching style is very
positive and they connected right away. We have noticed improved confidence and
interest in the game as a result.
-Scott Gieselman
I highly recommend Kevin’s clinics to anyone who is serious about improving as a baseball
player. My sons have attended Kevin’s pitching and hitting clinics and his spring training clinic.
Kevin is extremely knowledgable about the game and is an excellent teacher. In addition, he is
fantastic working with kids - he knows how to speak to kids and keep them engaged, and he
clearly cares about each student he works with. I have also attended Kevin’s coach the coach
clinics, which I have found very helpful in my own coaching of little league - I often use drills
Kevin has taught me. Kevin has the rare combination of baseball knowledge and the ability to
convey that knowledge to players at all skill levels.
Doug Whitaker, Parent

Not sure how o en you hear how grateful young players are for your instruc on? Daniel
has had a terri c season in Triple A ball so far, leads his team in BA and OBP, and we have
one of the stronger teams in the league. He has displayed signi cant improvement in his
hi ng against stronger pitching than he faced last year. We tell all who will listen about
the Sweet Swing Clinic and look forward to returning again next year.
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Best Regards,
Peter Mahoney
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